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•  Passive RFID Tag (125 KHz) 

•  Introduced in the '90s 

•  Prevents hot-wiring 

• Mandatory 
– Europe (EU Directive 95/56/EC) 

– Australia (AS/NZS 4601:1999) 

– Canada (CAN/ULC S338- 98) 

• Do not confuse it with remote controls 
that unlock the car doors (433 MHz) 

Vehicle Immobilizers 
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Hitag2 Usage 
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Makes & Models 
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Vehicle Immobilizer 
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Hitag2 Functionality 
•  “Quotes” from the datasheet 

– Ideally suited for vehicle immobilization 

– Proximity (20cm) and long range (1m) 

– Effective communication protocol with 
outstanding data integrity check 

– Secret Key and a random number in order 
to cipher any communication 

– Mutual authentication function 

– To achieve a main stream security, data 
may be transmitted enciphered 
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Unbreakable security levels using mutual authentication, 
challenge-response and encrypted data communication 
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Hitag2 Functionality 
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Authentication Protocol 

id = 32-bit identifier 

{nR} = Encrypted reader nonce 

{aR} = Encrypted reader answer 

{aT} = Encrypted tag answer 

No tag nonce (nT) 

Replay {nR}{aR} results 
in same keystream 
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Hitag2 Cipher 

•  48 bit internal state (LFSR stream a0a1…) 
a0…a31 = id0…id31 

a32…a47 = k0…k15 

    a48+i = k16+i      {nr}i       ƒ(ai…a47+i)i         i  [0,31] 

Initialized LFSR = a32…a79 
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Hitag2 Cipher 

• Dependencies between sessions 
– Reader nonce (nR) is only 32 bits 

– Remember that a32…a47 = k0…k15 

 and initialized LFSR = a32…a79 

– We can conclude that LFSR0…LFSR15 are 
fixed for each session, regardless of nr 
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Hitag2 Cipher 

• Non-linear filter function (20  1 bit) 
– Contains sub-functions with fewer inputs 

– Tree function with two layers 

– There are 5 sub-functions with 4-bit input 

– Each function delivers one input bit for 
second layer function ƒc 
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Hitag2 Cipher 

•  Filter function weakness 
– 4 bits cover 14 bits of the internal state 

– In 8 of the 32 configurations, the output 
of ƒc is not influenced by the last bit 

– Probability ¼ the output is determined 
by the first 34 bits of the filter function 
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Hitag2 Protocol 

• After authentication, it uses encrypted 
instructions of 5 bits which are sent (at 
least) twice 

•  The instruction is concatenated with its 
complement for integrity 

•  Extra redundancy can be achieved by 
adding complements multiple times 
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Hitag2 Protocol 

•  Instruction contains a 2-bit command 
and a 3-bit memory block 

•  Some examples of (equivalent) read 
instructions on memory block 3 
– read (block3) = 11011 00100 

– read (block3) = 11011 00100 11011  

– read (block3) = 11011 00100 11011 00100  
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Hitag2 Protocol 
• Replay same {nR}{aR} and use variable 

length to get a keystream oracle 
read (block3) = 11011 00100!
   keystream = 01010 01101!
         10001 01001!

read (block3) = 11011 00100 11011!
   keystream = 01010 01101 .....!
         10001 01001 .....!

Try all 32 possibilities, only answers when correct 
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Malleability attack 
•  Eavesdrop only one authentication 

attempt {nR}{aR} from the car 

• Use oracle to recover 42 of keystream 
bits, enough to read out the memory 

•  Recover all memory blocks except the 
secret key (could be read protected) 
– If not configured correctly, the secret key 

is still readable. 

– In such a case the total attack time is 
less than one second 
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Time/memory tradeoff attack 
• Once, use a smart trick to build a table 

with 237 cipher states 
– Sort table on 48 produced keystream bits 

•  Eavesdrop only one authentication 
attempt {nR}{aR} from the car 

• Use keystream oracle to recover 211 bits 

• Apply sliding window on contiguous 
keystream and find table entry 

•  Total attack time is one minute 
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Cryptanalytic Attack 
• Gather only 134 authentication 

attempts from the car (~1 minute) 

• Use first cipher weakness to combine 
different reader nonces 

•  Try for every 234 cipher state (~5 minutes) 
– Which ¼ of the 134 are useful to eliminate 

– If first keystream bit of {ar} passes the test 

– Verify handful of candidate keys 

•  Total attack time is 360 seconds  
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Comparison and Complexity 
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Practical Experiments 
• Weak random number generators 
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Practical Experiments 
• Weak authentication 

– Default password “MIKR” 

– Using key of the form 0xFFFF∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗FF 
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Practical Experiments 
•  Tested cars use identifier white-listing 

– Car stores a list of known keys (identifiers) 

– Only authenticates to known identifiers 

•  First wirelessly pickpocket this identifier 
– Low frequency 125 KHz 

• Few inches 

• Approach victim a few milliseconds 

– High frequency 433 MHz 
• Up to 300 feet 
• Eavesdrop when owner closes the doors 
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Antenna 

Proxmark 3 
http://www.proxmark.org 

Wirelessly Pickpocketing 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMPs1Zv8tDI 
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•  Starting BMW-1 engine 
•  Look at tachometer 
•  Without original key 
•  Using empty key shell 
  and Proxmark to bypass 
  the immobilizer 
•  Car keeps running after 
   successful authentication 

•  Start and drive BMW-5 
•  Car costs $100,000 USD 
•  Broadcasted on the 
  Dutch national television  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8z9mgIkqBA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QomCiTjqJgo 
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Attack implications 
•  Cipher is broken beyond repair 

• With tuned antenna larger pickpocket 
distances can be achieved  

•  Very serious when the attacker has a 
few seconds access to the car and key 
– While renting a car 

– Valet parking at hotel 

– Test drive at the dealer 

– Insurance fraud, car owner theft 
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Conclusion 
•  Security by obscurity often covers up 

negligent designs 

•  Immobilizer based on 3DES or AES 
cost only a few dollars more 

• Notified the manufacturer NXP 
– Responsible disclosure (6 months ahead) 

– Verified and acknowledged our findings 

– Collaborated constructively by discussing 
mitigating measures 


